
 
 

Sullivan County Purchasing        3411 Highway 126 – Ste. 201 

           Blountville, TN  37617-0569  

 ADDENDUM 1 

 

 To:  All Prospective Proposers 

 

 From:  Kristinia Davis, 

   Purchasing Agent 

 

 Re:  Mobile Command Trailer 

 

 Subject: ITB #0428544(KD)  

    

 Date:   April 20, 2022 

 

This addendum is issued to provide clarification to specifications and answers to questions as of 4/20/22. It 

shall be considered as part of the contract subject to all the general conditions thereof, the same as if attached to 

and included in the original specifications. All items included in the addendum shall be covered in the Bid as 

submitted by the Contractor.  

  

1. Question: Depending on the location, a single 15k A/C might work. I would recommend 2 A/Cs on this 

unit.  

 

 Answer: Two A/C’s can be offered as an option, list pricing separately. 

 

2. Question: One line on first page references tube framed doors with hydraulic closers. We only see the 

one door, which is referenced elsewhere. Please clarify. 

 

 Answer: Error on our part, only one door is needed. 

 

3. Question: Is the microwave to be mounted in a lower cabinet? As in is that one countertop all the way 

across, with no overhead cabinets? 

 

 Answer: Yes, microwave to be mounted in a lower cabinet, one countertop all the way across. 

 

4. Question: Length – is this 24’ on the sidewall, the front of the V, or to the coupler? 

 

 Answer: 24’ on sidewall. 

 



5. Question: Exterior – for strength, we typically use a mill-finish extrusion up the sides for either 24” or 

48” (customer choice). The higher is stronger. Deleting it can give an entire white side, but it incurs an 

upcharge. Preferences? 

 

 Answer: 24” mill-finish extrusion up the sides. Can list the 48” as an option, list pricing separately. 

 

6. Question: Refrigerator – 110V, LP, 12V, or a combination? Traditionally RV 3’ fridges are LP/110V. 

Dorm style are 110V only. 

 

 Answer: LP/1110V. 

 

7. Question: In a professional style trailer, we normally use Cummins/Onan generators. Currently their 

largest LP genset is 2500watts. A genset as large as a 7K and 2-tanks will definitely take up a lot of 

room. We can extend the tongue out to 54”, but I am not sure that would be enough to accomplish 

everything. Just those two items would take up somewhere around 40” of the tongue, and the tanks 

would block the vent on the door. The best scenario would be to have sealed compartments in the nose 

for the tanks or move the genset to a compartment in the main coach area. So, we need lots of 

clarification as to exactly what genset you want, and where to mount it. We also prefer to mount the 

battery on the neck.  

 

 Purchasing did just get back with me and has found a listing for Cummins/Onan in a LP @ 6500 watts. 

So that portion of a question is sort of answered. 

 

 Answer: We need a generator big enough to run the trailer and the AC. We do not want to move the 

genset to a compartment in the main coach area. 

 

8. Question: Would you be open to a flat front trailer instead of a V nose as proposed in the drawing? 

 

 Answer: A flat front trailer is acceptable however it would be preferred to have some type of cover on 

the unit to protect it somewhat from the elements during use and road debris from striking the generator 

during transport. 

 

9. Question: Would you be open to an aluminum frame trailer in place of a steel frame? 

 

 Answer: Aluminum in acceptable. 

 

10. Question: When is the delivery deadline for Command Trailer? 

 

 Answer: Deadline is not indicated; we need estimated delivery information from each vendor. 

 

Any questions regarding this Addendum, please contact Kristinia Davis at kris.davis@sullivancountytn.gov 
 

 

End of Addendum 1  
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